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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,542,855 

PANTSUPPLY SYSTEM 

Floyd E. Willison, Middle River, Md., assignor to 
The Glenn L. Martin Company, Middle River, 
Md., a corporation of Maryland 

Application May 25, 1946, Serial No. 672,227 
(C. 299-58) 9 Claims. 

1. 
My invention relates to an improved liquid cir 

culating system and more particularly to a closed 
pressure system in which paint, lacquer, or like 
fluids, can be kept constantly agitated without the 
use of a circulating pump. 

It is customary practice in the operation of a 
supply system for paint spray guns to provide a 
mechanically operated circulating and mixing 
pump so as to assure a steady flow of fresh paint 
to the point where it is picked up for use by the 
gun. Such a system serves a number of useful 
purposes in that it overcomes the natural tend 
ency of the heavy paint pigments to Settle as well 
as to prevent clogging of the lines which would 
result if the paint is not circulated. However, one 
of the problems presented and remaining unsolved 
by the prior art is that of providing a circulating 
system capable of satisfactorily circulating paints 
containing high abrasive materials Such as Zinc 
chromate. Paints of this type, known as abrasive 
paints, have a wide field of application as protec 
tive coatings for various metals, but they are so 
highly abrasive as to quickly Wear away and 
render useless the ordinary system equipped with 
a circulating pump. 
The present invention comprises a Supply line 

adapted to supply paint, or like fluid, to one or 
more spray guns from Sealed storage tanks inter 
connected with a pressure line control means cap 
able of regulating the pressure in the storage tanks 
to cause liquid stored therein to flow to and fro 
through the supply line under constant agitation 
without exposure to the air or any of the moving 
parts. 

It is among the objects of this invention to pro 
wide a liquid Supply System in which a liquid is 
maintained in motion by being automatically 
forced through a connecting Supply line alter 
nately from one storage tank to another. 
An object of this invention is to provide a fluid 

circulating system extremely simple and highly 
efficient in operation capable of delivering a Sup 
ply of fluid to a given point as a constantly mov 
ing body. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a circulating System by which a fluid can be main 
tained in motion at a predetermined pressure. 
A still further object of this invention is to pro 

vide a circulating System for use in connection 
with Spray guns in which an air pressure is util 
ized to constantly agitate the paint by causing it 
to automatically flow from one storage tank to 
another thereby preventing the paint from set 
tling and forming into a thickened mass. 
Other objects of this invention will become ap 
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parent from the following description when taken 
in conjunction with the drawings in which like 
numerals refer to like parts in different views. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of the circu 

lating and agitating system of this invention. 
Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional view of one 

of the preSSLEre operated control Switches. 
Figure 3 is an enlarged view of the solenoid 

operated pressure air valve. 
Referring in detail to the drawings, Figure 1 ill 

lustrates the system of this invention in which 
Sealed Storage tanks G and are interconnected 
by means of a gun supply duct 2. The supply 
duct t2 is positioned and adapted to be tapped at 
one or more convenient points by tap fittings 3 
supplied with shut-off valves 4 through which 
connecting hoses 5 Supply paint, or like fluid, to 
the gun 5. The gun f6 is operated by air fur 
nished through air Supply line connected to any 
Convenient air Supply (not shown). 

Suitable Sealable openings 59 are provided in 
the tops of the tanks to and for the introduc 
tion of the paint to be sprayed. The ends 8 of 
supply duct 2 are arranged to extend substan 
tially to the bottom of each of the respective tanks 
with outlets 9 and 45 adapted for removal of 
the paint as it is forced thereinto under pressure. 

PreSSure is imposed upon the paint 20 to force 
it through duct f2 by air introduced into the top 
of tank ?o through air flow duct 2?. Air to op 
erate the System is Supplied from a convenient 
pressure Source to air line 22 connecting with a 
four-Way Solenoid operated control valve 23 of 
conventional design. As shown in Figure 1, the 
Solenoid actuated arm 24 of valve 23 has been 
moved to an extreme left position. With passage 25 
in the rotor 26 connecting air line 22 with an 
intervening nipple 2 that extends from the valve 
23 to a T fitting 28. The T fitting 28 provides a 
take-off Source for a pressure line 29 which ter 
minates in chamber 30 of the pressure actuated 
switch 3 (Figure 2). Switch 3f, as shown in 
detail in Figure 2, is formed with two counter 
poised bellows 32 and 33 formed with closed cavi 
ties as chamber 30 connecting with the pressure 
line 29 and a second chamber 34 connecting with 
a tube 35 that provides a passage leading into the 
bottom of tank O. The arrangement of the 
preSSure line 29 connecting chamber 30. With the 
air flow duct 2 and tube 35 connecting the sec 
ond chamber 34 with the interior of tank to is 
such as to allow for equalization of the pressures 
in chambers 30 and 34 except for the additional 
pressure in the second chamber 34 caused by the 
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static head of paint 2 in the tank. It is obvious 
that this difference in pressure will be gradually 
reduced as paint 26 is forced out of tank 3 
through Supply duct 2 to the gun 6 with the 
unused paint flowing into tank A. 
The bellows 32 and 33 are separated by a bel 

lows plate 36 hinged at one end 37 to the hous 
ing of switch 3 with the opposite end 38 posi 
tioned to bear against a Spring contact 39 capable 
of being moved into contact with an adjustable 
contact 80 so as to complete the electrical circuit 

10 

through the switch between wires 4. These two 
electrical contacts are Suitably insulated from 
the switch case by bushings 43, or like insulat 
ing means. This arrangement of counterpoised 
bellows separated by a plate positioned to actuate 
switch contacts is utilized to provide a pressure 
sensitive switch capable of closing an electrical 
circuit upon the pressure in tank f) dropping to 
a pressure equal to or substantially equal to the 
pressure of the air supply line. The pressure 
exerted upon bellows 33 by the fluid in chamber 
34 connected by tube 35 with the interior of the 
bottom cf tank () is equal to the Static head of 
paint 2 in the tank plus the air pressure in 
pressed upon the top of paint 26 introduced 
through air inlet 52 of duct 2i. This pressure 
is sufficient over the resultant range of pressure 
established between a full tank and an empty 
tank to expand bellows 33 moving plate 36 away 
from Spring contact 39 causing the circuit be 
tween wires 4 to be broken. As the paint 20 
is removed from tank it, pressure on bellows 33 
will be decreased with respect to the air pressure 
in chamber 30 of bellows 32 and the tendency 
of the bellows 33 and 32 is to assume their bal 
anced or neutral positions as the pressures in 
chambers 30 and 34 become balanced. In this 
neutral position the air pressure in chamber 30 
is effective upon plate 36 to force contact 39 
against point 30 thereby establishing an electrical 
circuit therebetween. Means for adjusting the 
gap between the contact points 39 and 40 is pro 
vided in the threaded mounting of the point 60 
so that the flow reversal of the fluid may be 
varied. - 

When operated normally with paint 29 being 
forced through duct 2 into the second tank if, 
the air remaining in the second tank if is al 
lowed to escape back through the air inlet 44 of 
line 49 and a second nipple 50. Arrangement is 
made for this escapage of air by the provision 
of a relief valve 46 of conventional design adja 
cent the control valve 23 and connecting with 
passage 47 therein through a duct 48. I have 
found it highly desirable to use a relief valve in 
which the pressure relief setting may be varied 
to compensate for variations in the bellows con 
struction and electric switch adjustment. A second tank is similarly equipped with 
an air inlet 44 by which air under pressure may 
be introduced into the top of tank fit, so as 
to force the excess paint not used by the spray 
gun 6 back through duct f2 arranged with an 
apertured end A5 spaced upWardly from the bot 
tom of tank i. Also, a second pressure actuat 
led switch 52, identical in construction with switch 
3A, is positioned adjacent the botton of tank 
with a conduit 53 leading from the bottom of 
tank into the bellows of the switch. 

Rotation of the control valve 23 is attained 
by the arrangement of a conventional double act 
ing solenoid in which two field coils are positioned 

4. 
energized by an electrical current. Arm 24 of 
the control valve 23 is suitably attached to arma 
ture 54 So that as the armature is drawn with 
in the left coil 55 arm 24 is moved to the left, 
to assume the position shown in Figure 1, and 
vice versa, as the armature 54 is drawn. Within the 
right coil 56 the arm Will be moved to the right. 
The solenoid coils 55 and 56 are energized by 

electrical energy supplied from any suitable 
Source connected to feed circuit 5 equipped With 
a disconnect Switch 58 for disconnecting the SyS 
tem when not in operation. As shown in Figure 
1, the electrical circuit to the control SWitches 

5 
tand solenoid coils is such that with disconnect 
;SWitch 58 closed the closing of Switch 52 adjacent 
tank Will energize the left Solenoid Coil 55 

20 

and the alternate closing of switch 31 adjacent 
tank ) will energize the right coil 56. 
When ready for operation, the right Storage 

tank is filled with paint 26 to a predetermined 
:level. The static head of this paint, plus the 
air pressure.thereabove, is Such as to place suffi 
scient pressure upon bellows 33 of Switch 3 to 
cause expansion thereof, which expansion acts to 
open contacts 39 and 40-by-movement of plate 38 
provided with an adjustable stop 69 positioned 
to restrict movement of the plate to a predeter 
mined limit. The second storage tank it being 
free of paint presents a balanced condition to 
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the switch 52 so as to maintain a neutral at 
titude with its plate 36 bearing against contact 
39 to hold the solenoid 55 and the valve in full 
line position shown. 
-Operation of the system is as follows: The 

electrical circuit, 5i is energized by the closing 
of disconnect switch 58. The control switch 52, 
being in a closed position, permits electricity to 
flow through and energize left Solenoid coil 55 
which acts to rotate rotor 26 of the air control 
valve -23 to the position shown in Figure 1. With 
port 25 aligned with air line 22 and passage in 
nipple 2, and opposite passage 47 aligned with 
the passage in the second nipple 50 and duct 48 
connecting with relief valve 46. Air under pres 
sure is then introduced into air line 22 to be 
directed through control valve 23 and air flow 
duct 2i into the top of tank iO. This pressure 
must be sufficient to force paint 2 upward 
through duct 2 to supply a gun f6 at a...pressure 
conventional to spraygun operation. The diam 
eter of the pipe 2 is proportional With respect 
to the demand of the spray guns so that the 
supply through 2 exceeds the gun demand and 
the surplus-flows into the Second tank i. An air 
pressure line 23 taken off the air flow duct. 2 
and terminated in bellows 32 of switch 3 is 
utilized as a counterbalancing force against any 
excessive pressure that might otherwise be devel 
oped in the opposed bellows 33 connected by tube 
35 to the interior of tank G. During periods of 
inoperation, or if for any reason air pressure in 
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bellows 32 is dropped, unusual displacement of 
the bellows is avoided by means of stop 69 adja 
cent the bellowSplate which is adjusted to permit 
only a predetermined movement of the bellows 
plate. - - - - 

Flow of paint 20 from tank O will continue 
until substantially all of the paint2 is removed 
therefrom. As the paint level approaches the 
-bottom of the tarikis), the combined pressure of 
the paint and air acting on switch 31 is reduced 
to cause the bellows 33 to assume a neutral posi 

opposite each other to act upon and motivate . 
'an armature 54 as each field coil is respectively 75 

tion whereby plate 36 moves contact 39 into en 
gagement with point 40...closing this electrical 
Circuit to energize right solenoid 56. The static 
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head of the paint accumulated in the second 
tank , plus the air pressure maintained by the 
relief Valve is effective to cause switch 52 to open, 
deenergizing the left hand Solenoid coil 55. The 
right hand coil 56 pulls armature 54 to the right 
rotating valve 23 to move passage 47 into regis 
tration. With the air line 22 and the passage lead 
ing through second nippe 50 and Second line 49 
into the second tank . Air thus admitted into 
tank. A will force paint 29 therein back through 
Supply duct 2 returning any unused portion 
thereof into the first tank f. Such rotative 
movement of the valve 23 brings passage 25 into 
registration. With the passages in nipple 27 and 
duct 8 allioWing for eScapage of the air in tank 
it displaced therefrom as the level of paint in 
tank E. Lises. These reoccurring cycles of opera 
tion Will automatically continue with a change of 
direction or air fioW from one tank to the other 
determined by the pressure on the pressure re 
Sponsive control Switches placed at the base of 
each Storage tank in the System until Substan 
tially all of the paint has been removed by the 
Spray guas. Thus, as long as there remains a 
Sufficient annount of paint in the system to unbal 
ance the control Switches, paint will be forced to 
flow to and fro through the supply line in an 
agitated condition for use at the guns. By use 
of the term "substantially, all of the paint' is 
meant all of the paint in the tanks except for 
that quantity remaining in the tank below the 
level of the Outlets 9 and 45 spaced from the 
bottom of each respective tank a sufficient dis 
tance to allow for the free passage of fluid into 
Said outletS. Test means for determining the 
paint level in the tanks is provided for by instal 
lation of conventional pet cocks 6 in the sides of 
the tanks at different elevations, as shown in 
Figure 1. In Working operation with the system 
Supplying paint to the spray guns located a con 
siderable distance from the tanks, or at a sub 
stantially greater elevation above the tanks, the 
operating pressure must necessarily be increased 
in accordance With the lift and friction require 
ments of the System. FioWever, I have found that 
With the conventional lay-out with a relatively 
short Supply line that fifteen pounds pressure at 
the tanks is sufficient and that the control switch 
es unbalance to cause reverse flow of the paint at 
a preSSure differential between the bellows of a 
fraction of a pound. Such a System assures that 
the agitated paint will be constantly moved past 
the Spray gun taps providing paint in Satisfactory 
condition for use. By utilizing air under pres 
Sure over the liquid surface in the tank as a fluid 
moving medium the instant invention eliminates 
revolving or reciprocating pump parts, or sliding 
Surfaces, that would be rapidly worn out by the 
abrasive pigments carried by the paint. 
The arrangement of Cut-Off Valves 62 in the 

Spray duct 2 between each tank O and and 
the Spray gun supply taps 3 provides for opera 
tion of the System as a Standard pressure line 
Spray gun Supply System in case it may be desir 
able to replenish the fluid supply without shut 
ting down the guns. Such simplification of oper 
ation is attained by closing the shut-off valve 62 
between the tank to be refilled and the spray gun 
tap So as to remove this tank from pressure opera 
tion and by deemergizing the control Switches to 
avoid automatic operation of the system during 
refilling. With the system in this condition, the 
closure of the empty tank opening 59 may be 
readily removed for the admission of an addi 
tional Supply of fluid after Which reclosure of the 
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6 
tank, opening of the shut-off valve in the supply 
duct, and reenergization of the control switches 
Will again return the system to automatic opera 
tion, While in the meantime permitting air pres 
Sure to be maintained in the other tank to force 
a Supply of fluid to the spray gun 6. 
While I have described my invention in detail 

in its preferred embodiment, it Will be obvious 
to those Skilled in the art after understanding 
my invention that Warious changes, alterations, 
modifications and Substitutions can be made 
therein without departing from the Spirit and 
Scope of the appended claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A liquid handling System comprising two 

tanks, a connecting liquid Supply duct with ends 
terminating near the bottom of each tank, an 
air pressure inlet into each tank, a Source of air 
preSSure, a vent means to atmosphere aSSociated 
With the inlet to each tank, a diverter waive hav 
ing Opposed paSSages adapted to alternately con 
nect Said air pressure inlets with the Source of 
air pressure and the Went means to lead air pres 
Sure into one tank and at the same time went 
the other tank, and Switch means responsive to 
a low liquid level condition in each tank connect 
ed to a Source of electrical Supply, a power means 
asSociated With Said Switch means and operative 
ly connected to the diverter valve for movement, 
cf said diverter valve to vent the tank having a 
loW level Condition and direct air into the oppo 
Site tank, 

2. A liquid handling System comprising two 
Supply tanks, a connecting liquid supply duct 
with ends terminating near the bottom of each 
tank, an air pressure Supply, an air pressure in 
let into the top of each tank, a vent means to 
atmosphere aSSociated with each tank, a diverter 
Valve formed With passages adapted for alternate 
connection of Said inletS With the air Supply and 
Said Went means to lead air preSSure into one tank 
and at the same time went the other tank, switch 
means energized from a Source of electrica Sup 
ply and disposed for actuation in response to a 
loW liquid level condition in each tank, Solenoid 
means operatively connected to the diverter valve 
and electrically connected in circuit with said 
SWitches to operate Said diverter valve to succes 
Sively lead air into each tank to force a liquid 
from Said tank through the duct connecting the 
tanks With the other tank Wented to atmosphere. 

3. A liquid handling System comprising two 
tanks adapted for preSSurized operation, a con 
necting liquid duct with ends terminating near 

f; the bottom of each tank, air pressure Supply lines 
leading into Said tanks, a Source of air Supply un 
der pressure, a control valve aSSociated with the 
Supply lines and said air Source having a vent 
to atmosphere and passages disposed for con 
nection. With Said lines and adapted to alternately 
direct said air under pressure into each tank 
and at the Same time vent the other tank, valve 
actuating means having Switches in an electrical 
Supply circuit operative in response to a low liq 
luid level condition in each tank and power means 
aSSociated With the Switches and supply circuit 
Operatively connected to the control valve and 
adapted to operate Said control valve to direct 
air pressure into one tank at a time to force the 
liquid contained therein through the connecting 
duct With Said other tank vented to atmosphere. 

4. A liquid handling System comprising a plu 
rality of closed tanks, a connecting liquid supply 
duct With ends terminating near the bottom of 
each tank, an air pressure inlet into each tank, 
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a control valve connected between said inlets and 
a source of air supply under pressure having pas 
sages positioned to selectively; direct air pressure 
into said tanks to force the liquid therefrom, a 
vent means associated with the control Valve 
adapted to release air displaced by movement of 
said liquid into teach tank, and a Switch means 
of an electrical circuit responsive to a low liquid 
level condition in each tank, and: Solenoid means 
disposed for energization from Said-electrical cir 
:cuit operatively connected to a control Valve. 

5. A pressurized paint Supply System Compris 
ing two supply tanks connected with a supply 
duct opening into Said tanks, a Spray gun. With 
supply means connected to said duct, the supply 
duct being dimensioned to provide flow capacity 
in excess of the gun Supply requirements, an air 
pressure Supply line With inlets leading into the 
top of each tank, an electrical Supply circuit, an 
electrically actuated control Valve connected 
With Said circuit having passages disposed for 
communication between the air Supply and Said 
inlets to selectively-direct air from said air Supply 
line under pressure into either tank to force the 
Supply of paint contained therein through the 
Supply duct, vent means associated with said con 
rol vaive having a passage to atmosphere adapt 

led for communication with the other tank for 
wenting of air displaced by the excess paint de 
posited therein from said supply duct, switch : 
means responsive to a low level of the paint in 
either tank connected to selectively energize the 
electrically actuated control valve to reverse the 
direction of air flow into and out of the respec 
tive tanks for automatic alternate removal of the : 
paint from one tank to the other. 

6. A greSSullized paint Supply system compris 
ing two Stapply tanks connected together by a 
supply dugt, a Spray gun having Supply means 
Connected to said duct, said supply duct having 
a fiow capacity in excess of the gun demand, an 
air preSSuke Supply, an electrically actuated con 
trol valve connected with the pressure supply 
and provided With inlets into each tank, a vent 
:to atmosphere, and passages disposed for selec- 4: 
itively connecting either of said inlets to said 
preSSuice Sippy and the other of said inlets to 
the Went to lead air into one of Said taraks While 
providing Went means for the other tank, an 
electical supply circuit, a pair of electrical 
switches connected to Said Supply circuit having 
pressure chambers communicating with the in 
terior of each tank and adapted to close the 
scontacts of the Switch of either tank on a drop 
:of pressure therein below a predetermined value 
due to the removal of paint from Said tank to 
genergize the control value and effect movement 
tiereof to direct; a flow of air into the other of 
said tanks whereby to alternately reverse the 
flow of the paint through Said Supply duct. 

7. A pressurized paint Supply System compris 
ing two supply tanks, a connecting liquid Sup 
gly duct. With :ogen ends terminating near the 
botto: in of each tank, Spray gun supply means 
connecting With Said duct, air pressure inlets 
into each tank, an air pressure supply line, a 
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icontrol valve connected with the air supply line 
having passages adapted for communication be 
tween the air inlets and said air supply and the 
atrinosphere to selectively direct air pressure 
sthrough the pressure inlet to either tank and at 
the same time vent the inlet of the other tank, 
ran electical supply circuit, a Valve actuating 
smeans connected to said electrical Supply cir 
scuit with switch means responsive to the quan 
tity of paint in each tank, said SWitch means be 
ing arranged to energize said Valve actuating 
misans upon removal of Substantially all of the 
paint from the tank under pressure to cause Said 
valve to direct air into the other tank and Vent 
;the first tank to atmosphere. 

8. A pressurized paint supply iSystem compris 
ing two supply tanks, a connecting liquid Supply 
duct having spray gun tap points spaced from 
..the open ends of said duct with one of said ends 
positioned in each tank to receive and convey 
;paint between said tanks, an air inlet into each 
tank, an air pressure supply, a diverter Valve 
having a plurality of passages disposed to ser 
lectively idirect air under pressure into one of 
said tanks and at the same time Vent the other 
tank, a source of electrical power supply and 
power means connected in circuit with Switch 
gleans responsive to a low liquid level condition 
in either tank operatively connected to the diver 
iter valve to operate said valve to direct air into 
the opposite tank:and at the same time vent the 
tank previously communicating with Said air 
pressure Sipply. . - 

:9. A liquid agitating System comprising a plu 
rality of tanks connected with a liquid Supply 
duct having openings spaced from the bottorn of 
eagh tank, a source of air under pressure, air 
ducts having open ends opening into each of 
said tanks, a valve means having passages adap 
ted for movement into communication between 
said air; source and said air ducts to Selectively 
direct air into certain of said tanks, vent means 
coatloiled by said valve disposed for Selective 
connection with said air ducts to at the same 
time vent the other of said tanks to atmosphere, 
a source of electrical supply, an electrical pOWer 
means in electrical circuit. With said Source Of 
-elegtrical:Supply positioned for moveinent of Said 
valve on closure of Said circuit, Switch means 
associated With the tanks and disposed to close 
the circuit to said power means on removal of 
iiquid from one of Said tanks below a predeter 
imined level for operation of the valve to selec 
tively disconnect said tank from the air source 
and Weint said talk to atmosphere. 

- FLOYD E. WILLISON, 
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